MAXIMAL PURE SUBGROUPS OF TORSION COMPLETE ABELIAN ^-GROUPS JOHN WERTH, JR.
Let N be the set of nonnegative integers, and let B = Σ (&[bi] (ieN) be the direct sum of cyclic groups with Qφ t ) = p ί+1 .
Denote by B the torsion-completion of B. This paper is concerned with pure subgroups of the group B. If G is such a group, let
I(Q) =z {i\i th
Ulm invariant of G is nonzero} .
Beaumont and Pierce introduced a further invariant for G, namely,
U{G) = {I(A)
\A is a pure torsion-complete subgroup of G} .
U(G) is a (boolean) ideal in ^(N), the power set of N.
If ^ is an ideal in ^{N) 9 then the canonical example of a pure subgroup, G, of B with U(G) = ^is constructed as follows:
G = ^{J?) = ΣAAIe^) where Aj is the torsion-completion of Σ ®[bi](ie I) .

Beaumont and Pierce showed that if ^(N)l^
has no atoms and ^ is free, then there exist maximal pure subgroups G of B such that G => Sf (.X) and U(G) = ^. The purpose of this paper is to give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of such a G in the case that ^(N)l^ is finite. In the process, some information is obtained about the number of nonisomorphic extensions of I* Preliminaries* For the basic background on p-groups without elements of infinite height see [2] and [3] . The groups G that we consider in this paper will all be pure subgroups of B, where £ is a standard basic subgroup as above. The following definitions and facts may be found in [1] . In [1] Beaumont and Pierce give an example to show that it is not always possible to extend ^(J?) to a maximal pure subgroup G with U(G) = <J?i when *J^ is the intersection of two maximal ideals. It turns out that this is the case which causes most of the difficulties, and the majority of the paper is devoted to showing that their example is typical of the situation where no such G exists. , where ^w -pu n+1 e and w n = v n + ί n w n with 0 ^ ί Λ < p % }. jgf = {GIG = ^(w^) + KI w e iV] where u n -pu n+1 e ^(^") and w n = w n + s Λ t; n with 0 ^ s Λ < p n ). The following proposition records the obvious connections between these objects.
IL Throughout this section
II. B.
PROPOSITION. 
(ii) If G e <%* with G = gf (^) + [{v n + £ n w Λ | w e iV}], then define
II. D. PROPOSITION. For φeH x and G e
By interchanging the roles of the w n and v n we get a similar one-to-one correspondence between H 2 and ^f.
In fact, fli. and H 2 coordinatize Sίf^ and 3(? % with some overlap as the following proposition makes clear.
II. E. PROPOSITION. If φ and ψ are distinct elements of H x u H 2 , then G[φ] = G[ψ] iff φ and ψ are isomorphisms with
Proof. This is the case where the summand defining G[f] is complementary to both A 1 /G 1 and A 2 /G 2 .
We are now ready for the fundamental definition and theorem of this section.
II. F. DEFINITION. Let S l9 S 2 , T l9 T 2 be abelian groups and let 0 e Horn (Si/Sa, TJT 2 ).
We say that φ is lif (ii) Assume that there exists a pure torsion-complete A with A c G and
is empty, we have A + G 2 is pure and the sum is direct. We claim that, in fact, AφG 2 =G. To see this note that 
II. G. REMARK. Note that it is not possible for G = G [φ] e to be isomorphic to ^{^) if Ker φ > 0. This is the case because G = gf (^") implies that there is a pure A c S^(^") with A = A 2 and Ker φ > 0 implies that AJp] cz G which would give G [p] (ii) If the G mentioned does not exist, then for every G e Sίf x {\ we have either G = ^(3^) or G ^ 5f (5^). Hence, one of the n^T, is zero and the other is 1. By III. G. we have either T = W" 1 
and <J^ = Π ^ί(l ^ ^ ^S n), then there is a G, pure in B, with S^(^) c G, U(G) = J^ and B/G ~ Z p (oo) if and only if there is no pair i, j
with Tj = Ti
Proof. As in the case of n = 2 we may choose j e /; ) and G t as gf(^(/<) Π c^). For each A; e iSΓ and each 1 ^ ί ^ w let i;,,* = Σp j~k+ι b 3 {j e I % ). Then fy^ I A; e AT} is a canonical set of generators for AJGi ~ Z p (oo) .
and ^^{GIG is pure in A, © A, with (Λ 0 A,.)/G ~ Z v {oo) and G 3 G, 0 G, }.
Since our earlier theorems could have been stated and proved for a standard subbasic we know that H i:j coordinatizes £ίfφ that if G G 3ίf i5 then G -A t 0 Gy if and only if the associated φ e S y is liftable, and that Theorem III. G. holds.
We can realize ΰ/gf ( As noted above, for every pair k, j, G contains a subgroup of or J^f fc . Because of our assumed ordering of 71, , T n we know that for j < k, Gz> S kij e 3ίf hii . Let T be the group generated by {S k>j \kΦiΦj).
Then clearly G = TφS iΛ .
On the other hand, U(T), U{A), and [/(GO are pairwise disjoint, so Tφ A φ G ι is pure and since (Λ φ φ A^ φ A ί+1 φ φ A n )/(T φ GO s Z P (oo) we have G = ΓφAφGi. Hence S ίf i = A φ G x . But this contradicts our choice of S itl . Hence U(G) = IV* In this section we provide the proof of Theorem III. G.
For simplicity, the following remarks and proposition will be stated for φe H λ The case of φe H 2 is exactly the same. The notation is that of II.
Let It follows that there exists a ί with Φ Ur {x t ) ί G 2 . Hence, we may assume that a? = x t and J = K t . As a consequence, if j e J and fee J with j Φ k, then j and & differ by at least s + r + 1 in absolute value and by (1) above SiΦ^riπijbj)) and d (Φ 1>r (m k b k ) ) are disjoint.
We now know that the 5(0 1)r (m fc 6 fc )) are pairwise disjoint for & 6 J and that their cardinality is less than 3 + r + 1. Hence,
